BROKEN OUT AND BUMPED AT THE START THEN WAS BOTHERED EARLY ON, RACED A BIT KEEN FROM BETWEEN HORSES INTO THE FIRST TURN, CHASED THE PACE ALONG THE FIVE PATH INTO THE LANE WITH NO BID IN THE STRETCH RUN. DONNA VELOCE STOOD IN TIGHT AND BOTHERED AFTER THE START, WAS BUMPED ENTERING THE FIRST TURN, RACED WIDEST DOWN THE BACKSTRETCH, SWUNG INTO THE FIVE PATH ENTERING THE LANE AND MOVED UP IN THE STRETCH RUN. TEMPERS RISING WAS BUMPED AFTER THE START, RACED BACK EARLY ON, WAS OF THE RAIL INTO THE LANE AND IMPROVED POSITION IN THE STRETCH DRIVE. HOPEFUL GROWTH CAME OUT AT THE START, CHASED THE PACER EARLY ON, RACED OFF THE RAIL INTO THE LANE AND FADED LATE IN THE STRETCH. BAYERNESS WAS PUT IN TIGHT AFTER THE START AND RACED BACK EARLY ON, RACED ALONG THE FIVE PATH INTO THE LANE WITH NO BID IN THE STRETCH RUN. DONNA VELOCE BROKE OUT AND BUMPED AT THE START THEN WAS BOthered early on, raced a bit keen from between horses into the first turn, chased the pace along the backstretch, raced in the three path into the lane and was empty in the stretch drive, DREAM MARIE trailed the field throughout.